“Beloved God Father and God Mother, Children of God, Gods and Goddesses, Chohans, Ascended
Masters, Cosmic Councils, All Leagues of the Light, Archangels, Angelic Host, Devas, Nature Spirits
and Elementals All, today We come to Speak with you, as Part of the Overall Design and Plan that has
been given to Peter for Its Creation, Development, Dissemination, Expansion and Provision around the
World. I Alpha and My Beloved Omega, Shall Over Light this Radiant Forcefield this day as One
Voice. It has been decided by Us, that this final Discourse shall take on an atypical flow, a sanguine
ambience, an assorted flavor with the aim to substantiate, endorse and conclude this First Phase of this
New Creation, Plan or Movement that Peter has brought into Divine Manifestation.
“So with this in Mind, We invite Peter to come forth with Us and join Us in an open dialogue, to
bring into awareness and consciousness for whom it may benefit, that which will leave a definite clarity
and understanding for ‘where to from here’. Do We have your consent Peter for this open dialogue?”
“Indeed Beloved Father and Divine Mother, yes I am very happy to do this!”

“Bless You, then let Us begin by simply recapping a little upon what has transpired throughout the
Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, and perhaps even the interwoven natural fibers of personal and
Impersonal inclusions that you Peter have familiarized into Your Design, to create the maximum clarity
and understanding for what was been tabled, as possible. We will not labor upon this for We wish to
sincerely move into the interchange of thoughts, words and feelings, for here is where the next phase of
Our/Your Design shall begin Its Perpetual Flow, toward the Oceans of Narayana and Divine Grace,
for the Greatest Benevolence of the Good in and of God, for All Concerned.
“We now Know without any doubt that through the Acceptances, Acknowledgments, Allegiances
and Support and indeed the Investment given by Beloved God Mother Vesta, that the Elemental Grace
Alliance has been Endorsed and Granted Its Sovereignty and which has always had Our Divine Backing
through the correct application of the Universal Laws. With this Universal Foci now being placed
upon this specific Plan, the question will arise within the minds of those who do not understand, ‘Why,
if this is so, does Peter use so much of his personality within these Discourses’? I will tell you!
“For Peter or any of the New Disciples, or any Master upon the Earth, Their Resonances must be
held within the parameters of those who are most likely to take notice of the information that is being
presented publically. If these resonances were too High, then no human would be able to relate to it
and so would immediately reject it as an untruth. That is why We have not sanctioned the Ascended
Masters to walk upon Earth again yet, for their Resonances would not be appropriate, until such time
that man can stand in his own balanced state of the I Am Presence by their own volition. Just as the
Love of Jesus was stamped out by the unloving and unforgiving souls at that time, today the powers of
such malevolent beings, are still in control of the populace, thus, greater cautions must be entered into
to prevent even greater imbalances of disorder and destruction, should things progress too fast without
Perfect Balance in place by those who have full control of their Own Energies. It is all a part of the
Plan, so please do not allow your outer mind to question this part of human nature, for it will only lead
you away from the point that I Am making.
“Because of the Nature of this particular Plan to date, the Resonances have had to be subdued, so as
to be High enough to create a Magnetic Attraction Impulse for the Love Desire in mankind who is
ready to step into the Movement’s Higher Resonances, and not too low to create no response at all,
especially for those who are now ready and Whom We are most Desirous of, to attract at this most
auspicious Hour. Remember it was the Beloved Maha Chohan who used the term ‘Attractor Field’. A
common term that means exactly that! The Elemental Grace Alliance has been created as a Forcefield,
and an Attractor Field to Magnetize unto Itself the Higher Resonances and Vibrational Frequencies of
The Godhead to it. Can you see this? If you cannot, then perhaps you have come as far as you can for
the moment? We shall ask you to consider this very carefully for there is no judgment here, simply the
Truth that will Bring you closer to Your I Am Presence if you invite and allow it to Divinely Manifest
within you.

“So The Resonances of this e-book or book, has been purposefully created through Peter’s use of
words, his creativity and his own personal and Impersonal dissection of information that We have
presented to him over many years of his own search for the Truth. All this so the ‘Attractor Field’ of
Resonances would draw unto Itself, human, Elemental, Angelic, and Masters alike, and only those who
will be able to relate to those Vibrational Frequencies that will entice and Invoke further Action.
Action or non action may be or may have been the result, but Action to join is the aim, not the latter!
This is extremely important to Know, for without this understanding, the wrong perception may be
accepted as a judgment and as a result, and turn someone away who may indeed be ready to accept the
challenge of standing before Beloved Vesta.
“Peter has consciously attempted to maintain the correct Resonances throughout the transcripts for
publication and dissemination with complete understanding, and has used his own personal experiences
for the benefit of bringing into these Discourses, a reality of human experiences such as struggle, doubt
and despondency, ill health and insecurity. All of which have been absolutely part of his life to date. So
just like Peter, Who Acknowledges and indeed Works with His Higher Self or the I Am Presence
Within, it is time to Let Go and Let God take all the untruths away from ‘you’, so that you can move
with greater determination and commitment into the Higher Resonant Vibrational Frequencies that
await each of you within the New Cosmic Consciousness.
“The reason We are bringing all this to the New Disciple’s Attention, is because it is all part of the
processes that lead each of you to become The ‘Second Coming’. So much information has been given
within these Discourses that relate to the final stages of stepping fully into the Christ Embodiment that
you have come to achieve. The numbers have been defined, the potentials and the Expressions on Our
Behalves have been given forth, for this to occur Now, rather than later.
“The Greatest ‘Movement’ that could happen upon Earth Right Now, is for the Children of God,
who have come into incarnation, and Who are presently upon the planet, Already Programmed with
the Encodements of the Christos Energies, to Step into those Designated Roles NOW! Even if that
means into an environment that will better support those potentials. No matter who you are, or what
you are doing at present, and even if you do not acknowledge the Elemental Grace Alliance in any way,
and have your own Individualized Missions, have you taken that Mission or Movement to Beloved
Vesta for Her Investment? Think about that! And when you have given it your complete attention and
have made the choice to take it further, come and take Wise Counsel with Me, Your I Am Presence,
The God Within, or at the very least, Those Who Sponsor, Guide and Teach you for your next step.
“It is time to re-evaluate all that you are doing, for indeed it is what you are presently doing that, in
some way and in some form, remains the present obstacle that continues to limit your progression up
the ‘Ladder’ of Vibrational Frequencies. If that was not the Truth, then why are you still One of Those
who have not yet fully Embodied the Christ? A question that you shall, sooner or later, have to answer
through your own Self Realization of Me, Your I Am Presence within you. And after that, strip back
all that you are doing and make the changes from that point in time! This type of denial or misperception of the Work that We, Your Divine Parents have given you, has always only ever been for a
time until you have Self Discovered that it was only temporal and when it came to a New Self
Realization, it would be time once again to change the dynamics of what you have created for
yourselves to date. Think then upon the delegation of what you have created in the past and pass those
responsibilities onto others whom you Know can continue this work if it is for the Greatest Good of
All Concerned.
“Delegation has been discussed in these Discourses also and it is an Integral part of the Ascension
Process and Program. If you do not have anyone around you to delegate to, then perhaps it is simply a
matter of dissolving what you do, consolidating everything and then take a good hard, deep look as to
what I Am asking of you next. If you are unsure of any of this, do not hesitate to Consult with your I
Am Presence, for the case may be you are indeed already standing within and developing that which has
been given to you to Expand further. But still I have to say, there will come a time when you shall have
to reevaluate again, and unless you are walking hand in hand with your I Am Presence at 100% of Its
Consciousness, Me, that which is Ascension, there is still some letting go to do at some point, yet to be

Realized! If you Know that you are not One of the ‘Second Coming’ Wave of Christos Consciousness
then you may not wish nor desire to do anything new. But read between the Lines Dear Souls, feel into
these words, for there is much to be cognizant of here, if you are One of Those New Disciples.
“Until this discovery within yourself becomes your Mission, your present work will only prolong
and delay your Ascension further while you continue blindly to that which I have for you to do. Do
not misunderstand, what you are presently doing is helping all those that We have and continue to send
to you, but Dear Ones, if you Know or even suspect, that you carry the Encodements of the Christ
within you, Know that the Pressures of activating your DNA Encodements are upon you and pressing
with even stronger fortitude than ever before. It is time for change upon the planet and you are the
Ones who have the Greatest Potentials available to you to be able to respond in the most Graceful,
Balanced and in the Most Harmonious of Ways.
“So if you are One of the First Wave of Conscious and Physical Beings of the ‘Second Coming’
then please be of Open Heart and Mind, and then take the necessary steps toward the Desire of Me
within you. The New Essene Gatherings and the Christ Councils, The New Radiation Centres and the
Direct Use of the Divine Virtues are All Calling and All are awaiting your potential responses. Are you
Ready to take the Divine Oaths and Covenants with your Master Sponsors and Those Whom Shall
Over Light You? Who Is Your Sponsor? Have You Travelled the Seven Spheres assembling the
Support and Allegiances of Those Who Will Pledge to help You! There is this now for each of you to
consider more deeply than ever before. The Divine Influx of the Cosmic Energies have arrived to
Invoke within you, these potentials now. It has never been available before at these Levels of Awareness,
so how are you going to respond, now that you KNOW?
“Thank you for your Patience Peter. Let Us open the dialogue by asking if you have any questions.
As you ask, We will allow the creativity to Flow and see where it leads Us. Where would you like to
begin?”
“Bless You, thank you for this opportunity, it somehow offers me some relief as to the unknown in
all of this and by having this occasion to speak again, while not breaking the agreed format and the so
called ‘talking stick’ process, may give me a more defined focus as to, indeed, ‘where to from here’. So
my first question is; ‘I have for a long time felt that what I do and what I share on an individual or even
a personal level, although very ‘personal’ at times, is so not about me! Can you say something about
that, that will give me some reassurance as to not allow myself to get caught up in this old thought
form?”

“Great question! Peter it has nothing to do with you, it is ALL ABOUT The God I Am! It is All
about The God I Am within you, and that is the All and End All of It! It is All About Me! It is My
Experiences through All My Own Individualized Expressions through each human being that I wish to
KNOW! There are no exceptions, from the most dire and most distasteful, to the Most Magnificent
and Most Pure! For anyone who sees the personality or feels the judgments and criticisms rising within
themselves, then they are not yet ready to fully acknowledge their Own I Am Presence or God Within.
These Dear One’s will simply continue to struggle with their ego personalities, no matter how much
they defend that situation or their need to judge. A Master does not judge, nor even has an opinion
about anything, just sees what He or She wants to see within the world and Walks toward that. The
Dear Souls who continue to mis-perceive these thoughts, the taste of their own personal ways of
thinking, will simply have to continue along their paths, tossing and turning with their ego projections
until they stop this insanity.
“Then and only then will I, Their I Am God Presence Within, have the opportunities again,
whereby they can be shown the Lighter Way. I have given All My Children the capacity to be human,
to know their personalities, but only to ever use it to its fullest expression to Know Love. That is Why
God Created the Physical Realms, to Know Itself from the bottom up! To Truly Know Love, one has
to know fear, to know the difference between what is duality, and what is Polarity. Duality being the
manifestation of good and evil, dark and light, better or worse, and Polarity that is Love and Light,
Balance and Joy, Giving and Receiving! Need I explain further?”

“No thank you! It is just when I have done this sort of thing in the past, I have become the focus of
a lot of attack and I can see, with what is shared within the Alliance being somewhat out of the square
at times, especially with the use of my personal disclosures, or perhaps the way it is shared, I am
opening myself to such attacks again.”

“Blessed are the Meek for They shall inherit the Earth. Let Me tell you Peter, you are going to be
attacked! And on occasions even greater than you have ever been before. But with Greater
Responsibilities come Greater Challenges. The More Light One Shines, the greater the darkness is
attracted to you! But Dear Soul, why would you concern yourself now, when the past experiences have
always dwindled to naught. Light diffuses all dark and so ONLY those who can Radiate the Most
Light are given the Tasks that will attract the most dark. These attacks will only pursue until there is
no energy there for it to feed upon to regenerate. You Know that, you have dissolved many such
assaults upon your Good Person before, need I say any more? Is not Archangel Michael and Archangel
Lucifer, Over Lighted by Mother Mary standing there beside you and indeed sitting upon the Altar of
your Heart?”
“Of course, but I thought I would ask anyway, I Know I will be able to Stand in My Power
whenever the Call is required. Can I now go back a little to what you were saying about the Resonances
and Attractor Fields, that must relate to, and more importantly comply with what is transpiring here
for the New Radiation Centres? I have just read again something from Joseph Benner about such a
situation. Not that he was referring to Radiation Centres, but to rather the need for Complete
Brotherhood and Sisterhood in general. His I Am Presence, God Within Says;

‘While all calls are My Calls, each with its separate appeal, yet each is but leading you on to a
realization that all outer things that appeal, all calls of ambition, of riches, of leadership, of power, of
human love, yea even of Spiritual attainment, are but the allurements of the separate self, that I use to
build Me a strong character in you, with its power of concentration and ability to accomplish; an
instrument I thus develop and prepare for use in the fulfillment of My Plan and Purpose. Then when
all is ready, in order that there may be nothing to interfere with or hinder Me in such use, one by one I
take from you all outer things that still allure, until there is nothing anymore left, nothing and no one
you can look or turn to, but Me, — and you have learned to want and to know Me as the One and
only thing of importance, and the perfect serving of Me becomes the sole concern and ambition of
Your Life’.
“Can you comment on this further?”

“Of course! As We are discussing what We are calling the Radiation Centres, know that once a
Child of Earth has learnt to surrender their life to My Call and not allow any outside influence to deter
them from Doing My Will, they will not ever reach the Levels of Vibrational Frequencies or
Resonances of Radiation (Out Flow of Photonic Light) that I Desire in them. So many upon the Path
of Love, those who choose to Ascend through the Heart, as Jesus did or those Who Ascend through
The Path of Knowledge through the Higher Mind as Buddha did, are still unconscious of which Path
they are on. This in themselves continues to create confusion for while both the Heart and Mind must
be Unified, and are in the Appropriate ways, one must choose which Path they desire most. The Path
of Love has the potential to rise above the 9th Dimension, while the Path of Knowledge is limited to
the 9th Dimension. The 9th Dimension is a very High Conscious Resonance just the same, but it is not
the final Level of achievement along the Full Realization of Ascension.
“The Path of Knowledge will eventually approach a ‘ring passeth not’ that can only be surpassed by
Heart Love and so all this helps those who are working upon their Ascension Goals. You Know Dear
Soul that there are many Ascended Masters who have returned to walk upon the planet now, who have
come back to Earth to go through Ascension all over again, but this time from another perspective, this
is one of those transitions, altering the States of Consciousness from Higher Mind Knowledge to Heart
Love. You are one of those Souls, Peter. Have you even wondered why you have the ability to be able
to achieve so much through your Mind alone? Then now you will understand this facet of your Being.
“So with the potentials of the New Disciples, who wish to enter the New physical Radiation
Centres, Without Total surrender to Me and My Design and My Plan for them, then such places of

Service, that I wish to Manifest through them, must therefore have a ‘ ring passeth not’ placed around
Them, so that the Work that I Desire within It, can be fulfilled without discord, personal agendas, self
will or self gain, or any amount of personality traits that will diminish the Resonances required to
Create the Changes needed upon the planet soon. Each Temple of Light within the Etheric Realms,
NONE can be entered below a certain threshold of a ‘ring passeth not’ of Vibrational Frequency, so if
We are going to emulate The Etheric Temples upon Earth, is it not reasonable to say the specifications
of the Higher must eventually be of an equal benchmark?
“Perhaps there will be some variations, exceptions or special circumstances that will be allowed to
pass, but these will only be allowed for an interim time until I have time to, ‘one by one, take from
them all outer things that still allure, until there is nothing anymore left, nothing and no one they can
look or turn to, but Me. Also this may be allowed until such time as each Soul, who is so desirous and

so willing to dedicate themselves to these Centres and My Plan, can make their petition to Beloved
Vesta to convince Her that they are worthy of Her Investment.
“These are Laws Dear One and are not discriminatory in any way! People must understand this
through their Heart or Higher Mind, either at this stage, is acceptable. And if they do not wish to
accept these Laws, then So Be It, they can carry on upon their merry ways, in accordance with that
which they desire through their own free will. I Am not attached to their choices, not at all! So Peter, to
place these ‘rings passeth not’ upon such Centres of Circles of Christ Councils or any other Activity
that We shall deem benevolent to mankind and Earth, certain levels of Consciousness must be reached.
“There are no exceptions, when the time comes to step into those Inner Circles. You may only
begin with a few as The Beloved Maha Chohan and Goddess Tara have indicated but when two or
more come together with like Resonance, In the Name of Jesus The Christ, if those Resonances are
High then the Attractor Fields of those two will Magnetize even more from all over the world. Does
this help you?
“Yes, but more importantly I believe it will help a great deal more of those that may already be
reading Your Words here.”

“Then Allow Me now Peter, to add some more Words that I Gave Joseph Benner with a few
changes that will be more appropriate for this Moment, that will hopefully filter even deeper into the
Hearts of the potential New Disciples.
“To all who are listening to or reading this, for there are many whom I have so prepared and who have
responded thus far. Who working tirelessly and selflessly as One with Me, I now send you this Call to
Service again, the Call to join Beloved God Father and God Mother, Children of God, your Beloved
Brothers and Sisters of the Light, Gods and Goddesses, Chohans, Ascended Masters, Cosmic Councils,
All Leagues of the Light, Archangels, Angelic Host, Devas, Nature Spirits and Elementals All who
Serve Their God, Me! For those who hear and who know My Voice and who gladly have learned to
listen to, observe and then obey It.
“’You’ who I have already opened your Eyes and permitted ‘you’ a Vision of My Plan and of My
Purpose for the New Cosmic Consciousness you are now entering, and I Am enabling you to
Comprehend the True and Glorious meaning of Brotherhood and Sisterhood, that I intend Now to
bring forth from the Kingdom within, into Actual Manifestation Within the Midst’s of Mankind! My
Children, I Will help you. But it means that you must give yourself and all your ideas over wholly to
Me, you must learn to think only My thoughts, to speak only what I would say, and do only what I
would have you to do. It means that you must not let into your mind or believe any other thoughts, no
matter what appearances are or how much such thoughts beg for admittance.
“That sums it up don’t you think Peter?”
“It does for me! Thank you!
One can read the rest of this Discourse within the EGA Book continuing on page 739.

